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I’ve wdtten this memo to share some thoughts on the most important challenges we are facing as a company, It is a
conf’~ential document to be kept inside the company.
We’re entering a great new era in the evolution of computing, and we are in a position to bead the industry forward. My
goal in writing this is to stimulate the incredibly talented learns we have.

¯ e era ahead.dec
(9O K~)
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The Era Ahead
Our Position
Our position today within the computer industry is ~strong~x titan it ~ ever been. Sometimes people look
at all the products we build and wonder if there is anything left to do. Are there major innovafious still to
come? I believe we have just begun to fulfill our vision of what computers can do. That is the theme I
want to address in this memo - the coming breakthroughs, and how they represent an opportunity to help
our customers and lead the industry forward
Macrosofl has been tespons~le for many key brealajiroughs in the personal computer business, and these
l~ave driven our growth for over twenty years. Basic, DOS, Windows, Windows NT, Office - every one of
r_hose and many other products have opened up new possibilities and helped the industry achieve new
heights.
But the PC has the potenttal to offer much more than it does today. Is the PC easy to use? Does it know
who its users are and what they want? ts it the simplest way to get information? We have to do a great
deal of work before people think of it that way, DO people store their information on the PC? Sometimes.
But mostly they print it out and store it in file drawers. Do they use the PC for slaying in touch, for buying
and selhng, for collaborating? In a very hmited way. Party we need to get the word out about what’s
possible, but it is far more imporlant to make ¢mr products much better than they are today,
The breadth of products that we have today umquely positions us to take contpnting to the next level of
simplicity, power and integration. I want to use this opportunity to share some of my thoughts about the
most important challenges and opportunities facing us.

Our People
Before we talk about technology, it’s importam to ~cmcaaber that everything we do comes down to the
people who work here Mic,osoft, without a doubt, has assembled the best team of solb, vare professioimls
the world has ever seen. We have said many tinms that people are our most important asset. Whenever a
group comes in to give me a presentation, I am struck by the number of great people we have. I am proud
that Microsoft has shared its success with its employees more than any company in history. Although many
of the empleyees who have been here for a long tint. e have the means to retire, few of them have done so.
We need to make sure our jobs are exciting enougl~ that people get out of bed in the morning and decide to
come to work, despite their freedom to do anytMng they want.
To continue leading the industry, we need to make Microsoft the place where people know that their
individual work has a real impact. That coniidealee is critical for rC, aining the talent w~ have, getting the
best work out of oar teams, and making sure we continue to attract the best. This year alone we will be
recruiting thousands of people worldwide, including hundreds into our product development groups. Our
R&D investment is growing faster than any other enpense, becau~ we want to improve our products as
rapidly as we can. Throughout the company, we constantly need to be creative about letting people
contribute in better ways. Steve Ballmer and I will focus specifically on this challenge in the years ahead.

Improving the Consumer Egperience
I’d lilce to start with the conslmaer’s experience when they get and use a PC. Windows 95 improved the
user interface a lot and made many new applications and hardware devices available, but using and
mamlaining a PC is still fruslrating - computers need to be easier to use and more reliable. We also need to
help our customers use their machines in new ways~ especially when they are ~onneeted to the Internet.
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Easier to Use
To make PCs easier to use, we have to start with simplicity. We need to gel away from the complexity that
we force on custornem today. This simplification must touch on every aspect of the PC - installation,
operation, replacement, and maintenance. Even Microsoft employees are finding the increasing number of
commands, utilities, cryptic files, error messages a~ad registry settings a frustration that prevents us from
using the fidl power of mtr PCs. New versions of ~,¥indows will only sell ff they bring major simplifications
m all of these areas Just look at all of the directories on a Windows machine and try to figure out whal all
those files are doing We are not working effectively enough to eliminate this complexity and confusion we have fallen imo the habit of letting the implemealation show through in the user interface. We’re going
to have to do some hard work andbe creative, ~g scenario by scenario about how we get rid of files,
eliminate commands, and hide implementation details. We are in a great position to do this because we
have many people who talk to our customers. We need to use what is learned from those customers to
~mprove out product design.
We also ca~ improve the PC interface. We’ve already done that by building better mice and keyboards that
are more efficient a~d more comfortable to use. We want to go even finlher by changing the ~ay people
use computers. The keyboard isn’t going away, but it will be joined by the computer’s ability to listen, to
see, and to recognize handwriting. We have been working on all of these areas, and we’ve been making
progress. In lmndwriting, for example, the Japanes~ version of Windows lets the user draw out characters
because it’s hard to get them into the computer va~ a keyboard. We include the hand~v-riting recognizer as
part of our input method editor there. It’s been ve[y popular because you can use it for obscure c "haracters
that you don’t know how to enter using a keyboard. We are working on vision - cameras are coming down
m cost, and we have software running inlemally that can track gestures. The last few years have seen great
steps forward in recognizing speech. We’re making progress on understanding natural language, so
customers can communicate in a more familiar way with their computer. We have some limited support
now, for things such as the help system, but the full integration of these new input systems is still ahead of
us. The key Windows APIs of the future will be th~ ones where applications work w~th these new input
systems. Microsoft is in a unique position to pull all of the elements together on out platform.
We need to do a better job of automatically adapting the interface. Customers give us a lot of reformation
about which commands they use most often, what Itinds of things they are interested in, and so on. We’ve
taken some baby steps to exploit this information with file MRU lists, IE I-Iistodes, and adaptive menus in
Office and N-l’, but we need to think even harder about making ~ whole system adapt to the user instead
of the other way around~
Another way to improve the PC is to make everything happen more quickly - nobody likes to wa~t. When
you use a PC today, a lot of things take too long: l~oting up, connecting to the Interact, browsing the Web,
and installing applications. We can fix some ofth~ problems ourselves, and we need to work closely with
other companies, such as our hardware partners, to lix others.

More Reliable
Today’s PCs can do an amazing numher of d.ifferealt things, but they can also be fragile. We have worked
against ourselves somewhat by making the platfor~ so extensible and opening it to so many other people+
There is a great variety of hardware available, but with many different third party drivers running at once,
you can’t always guarantee reliability. So we’re going to need specifications for the hardware and drivers
that are a bit more rigid than we’ve had, to strike a balance that los us get a system that is rock solid. We
want customers to be confident about getting new hardware or software a~l installing it. Tins means not
only doing everything we can to make sure that faulty device drivers don’t crash the entire system, but
better developmenl and diagnostic tools so that it’s ~tsier to write high quality device drivers in the first
place.
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Another trouble spot as managing components - we’ve gotten tremendous advantages by di~dmg
applications into reusable pieces, but we update v¢~ions so often that we sometimes run into compatibility
problems, We’ll have to control our policy for shit~piug mort carefully, and we also need to let
applications be mort isolated so they don’t sabofage each other.
Even when we’ve made PCs more reliable, there are slill going to be some problems. We need to do a
much better job explaining to customers what has gone wrong - many error messages are incredibly
cryptic. IVly favorite exmnple, because I get it myself from time to time, tells me that "The DHCP client
could not obtain an IP address If I want to see DHCP messages in the fi~atre, choose Yes, other~fse
choose No?’ Now, that is Just totally unhelpful to most people - they need to know what a DHCP client is
and what at means not to obtain an IP address. The~e’ s no button to ask for help and no way to decide if
this is a fatal problem, a bad configuration, a te~ network outage, or whatever. I am glad that we
lmve removed lifts dialogue in NT5.
We should also be a lot smarter about helping customers fix problems. Calling for help today is an
inefficient process - you describe what the desktop looks like, read out menu options, use reg~slry editors,
try different things, and roboot a lot. The whole l~roeess should be monitored from across the network, so a
support technician can see what is going on in the PC and take control remotely. When it comes to
analyzing a machine that’s not working, and there’s a pattern there that we’ve seen before, we should
automate this so we don’t tie up our support personnel. We’ve been very low-lech in terms of providing
this kind of help.
We want to go even further with an ambitious strategy that we call "Windows Tone" or "Wintone." The
1den is that customels don’t manage or update their.pC ~ all - that’s our job. We back up their data in cam
something happens to the machine. Wintone offers great benefits for anyone with a high-speed Internet
connection. Customcrs get a reliable machine they can count on to be available and ready to use at all
times, and updated with the latest patches and sottware. We get a oloser relationship with customers and a
predictable revenue model because they pay us a regular fee for the service.

New Uses for the PC
In the past, we spent moat of our time thinking about managing documents and numbe~. Now that we
have the Web, huge disk drives, and good sound eaCds, we need to think a lot more about pictures, so~md,
and video. With pictures, for example, the PC should be more inviting than a darkroom, with software that
anyone can use. Everything is too hard today - g~fing pictures offthe camera, searching through them,
editing them, and sharing flaem with other people on paper or over the network. If we don’t make it simple,
most people wall keep handling photos the way theyl do now, or bypass the PC with specialized hardware.
We’re not only seeing digital photography becoming standard on the consumer PC, but we’re also seeing
digital music. MP3 is a format llmt is being used for a lot of music out on the Web. There’s a lot of piracy,
with people trading songs illegally. We can help soNe this problem by putting intellectual-property
protection right into Windows, so that we protect the fights of people who develop and distribute content
such as books and music. It’s a Wick-y problem, because in addition to technical issues such as encvyption,
there are political and ethical concerns such as ens~ customer lmvacy. We’re going to have to strike a
careful balance, but we have some great people working on making this a standard capability of the
operating system.
As PCs get better at tumdling sound, telephony gels more ioterestin& Using a PC as a telephone isn’t a
great experience today, but additional bandwidth an~l guaranteed quality of servace on the network will
make a big difference. People wilI always need to work together and connnunicate. They use exaail "and
the Web a!ready, but they also want to see and talk ~ each other, and products such as NetMeeting have a
big role to play. Businesses shonld~’t have to buy a, PBX and have a separate phone network. They
shouldn’t need to buy specialized equipment for vidcoconferencing,
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Another big challenge goes back to the vision of"tnformataon at your fingertips." On your PC, you keep a
lot of information - your favorite URLs, schedule, emaik personal address book, and flies. You want to be
able to go anywhere and still have immediate access to all of tlus infommtion on any device. Hotmail
offers something like that today, letting you get your mall from any device with a Web browser. You don’t
have to think about it in advance, asking to have the data replicated somewhere - ~t’s just there, thanks to
the Intemet. Now imagine that all of your information was available the same way. When you go from
your PC at work to your PC at home, your favorite~ list and your files would go with you, and you
wouldn’t have to re-enter your personal informatio!~ when you visit customized Web sites. You could
coordinate your schedtde in a belter way If you set up name and address li~ts or buddy lists, you could
share those across different machines. If you use other kinds of devices, they would be included, too. Your
handheld should be able to connect to the lnternet and immediately synchronize. If you have WebTV,
you’d like to be able to browse your schedule or lock at some of your documents. You could even dial in
and have your mail read to you over file phone, or change something in your schedule with voice
Today we have pieces of a alma-everywhere solution, like IntellLMirror, database ~nchronizatior~ mail
synchronization, IF. cache synchronization, and we~ve got Web sites such as Hotmail Tomorrow, all of
these things need to come together in a vision we call Megaserver, which is a logically" centralized server
that gives you access to all of those bits wherever you go. This will require close cooperation between the
IMG and Windows groups
One of the things holding back the vision of data-everywhere is bandwidth. We can do many things to help
by using smart caching and replication, but sometimes you just need to send a lot of data through the
network. As bandwidth goes up and costs come doma, we will have make sure that our software and the
PC itself is capabIe of dealing continuously and effortlessly with ~ideo-mte data. Both our networking and
storage mcehanisms must evolve in order to treat video as the predominant dam lype.
There are a number of start-ups that provide Imern~t-hased serwces such as backing up files or
collaboration. We’re leamin~ a lot from our own efforts - we have built some very popular Interact service
sites such as Exlxxtia, Investor, MSNI3C, The Zone, CarPoint, and Sidewalk. We are learning about the
services that people want most, and new business models enabled by the IntemeL IMG’s sites wall not only
become profitable, but the customer relationships ~ill help us with all of our businesses. One of the things
we need to be very clear about is that ~ are not tr~i,’ng to compete in vertical markets, such as financial
services. Some of our potential partners, like the banks and the airline comlmnies, are concerned about our
motives. We need to show them that we aren’t trying to take away their business - our goal is to build
software that mzkes it easier for customers to use their services.
Our Web sites are a start towards what we call the Web LIfestyle. We want to help make the Web an
essential part of daily life by offenng a wide range of useful services. Being connected to the !nternet
should help lx~ple stay in touch with each other, help enlertain and inform them, and help stremuline their
lives. We’ve only seen a hltle of wlmt the Intemot ~an offer. We need to do a tot more creative thinking to
f’md the "must have" services that every customer will use every day. The new Web Essentials team is
starting to explore this with our nmv Portal site. In ~ddilion to providing these "must have" services, we
must dehver them in concert with great client support. A company such as America Online is in
competition for all our inform~taon-management software, because they can do it through their servers.

The ~_nterprise and the Knowledge Worker
The ¢.tcq)rJse is a k~ customer fo; Microsoft, and;we need to support knowledge worke~ m aJl of their
main activities. As we build these solubm)s, ~ will be ~lTi.g on b~g advances such as NTS. SQLT,
E×chang¢ "PiatLrmm" and Office 2000~ I’m ~ e]~t~usia~c about dmsc prothmts - they del~ve~ a lot o1"
technology L,~at customers al~ walt~g for, and they,~Jve us a strong fotmdatio~ for all of our Windows
8o~ls.
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Although we are bufl&ng some great products, it’s ~tdl too hard to bmld solutions. It°s critical that we
k~p improving the produ~s to be more secure, more efficient, and more scalable. But we also need te
think hard about how the products can be h~tegrated, so that we’re offering a great to~al solution instead of
just a lot of pieces of technology. That is one of the reasons i’ve been working on a new book about what I
call the digital nervous system. The idea is that co~apanies can rely on their digital nervous system to
capture the knowledge they produce, streamline the.ir internal processes, and ensure employees have quick
access to all the information they need.
For example, Nabisco created a system known as Journey that supporls their new product developmeut
Using emafl and database technology, Journey organizes projeet reformation that used to be in file cabinets,
scattered around on hard disks, and m people’s heads. Product managers can review projects, looking at
financml analysis, market research, and status reports. There are electronic discussion forums and a
repository for project documents. Journey also incorporates the business rules thnt guide Nabisco’s new
product-development efforts, such as the kinds ofj~bs and volumes that the company bakeries can handle.
Once a project is completed, Journey serves as a central archive, keeping all the project documentation in
the corporate memory. Our lechnology should mahe it very easy to build a sy~em like this, but that
always tree today.
Working on the book gives me a chance to think about the most importam scenarios and see which ones are
still too hard to build with our products. I’ll be taking those ideas and feeding them back to the product
groups to help make our technology a b~ter way f~r customers to build their digital nervous system. For
example, customers want to ha~ worMlow eapahil~ties on top of a unified database lhat includes Web
documents. Today, mail, documents, and databas¢~ are s~rate. We have to make it easy to build
apphealions that work wilh all of your data at once.. Customers need the rich query facilities era database,
the rich strucnmng and psesentation era document, and the abilily to collaborate easily with other people.
Combine that w~th good tools, and customers who warn to build systems like Iourney in the futme will
have a much easier time doing that. The corporate digital nervous system represents a huge market, and we
run!! deliver the best products to serve it
Digital nervous systems aren’t just for corporate giants however. We must also remember that small
businesses ~0resent an incredibly important cla~s of customer for MicrosoR. Some of the work we’ve
done for large enterprises dim:fly benefits smaller companies too -- for example, the auto-a&ninistration
work done by the SQL7 team reduc¢~ the need for admiifistrator involvement. In other cases, we need to
go even farther and provide specific features for these customers, Office is doing that in their aext Sn~l
Business release, for e>:ampte.
One firing that both small and largo organizalic~s need is services that can collaborate beyond the
boundaries of their internal networks. As IMG delivers on lh¢ vision of Megaserver, ~x~ n~,d to have great
support from our client applications. While a customer’s data might be available from a browser, Office
should be the most fuliy featured client to Megascrver. Ou¢ simpl~ example that we can show today uses
Hotmail, a s~mple mail clieut that runs in the browsm-, and Outlook, our more pow~n-ful desktop chent.
While it is possible for these products to shai~ the s~ame mailbox, we have only jnst begun to mine the
available opportunity. On th~ front-end, our applications must let the back-end sol’vices come from either
local or lnternet servers, with ~lients presenting a cgnsistent, rich user experience for either case. On the
back-end, our server teams must work together 1o define common schemas and protocols for our
BackOffiee and IMG Service offerings

Scalability and Reliability
Starting with the high end, our goal must be to malC¢ WIndows the best-performing and most reticle
platform. Some people ask why we need the high end, when we charge such low prices and have to work
so hard to build products that will sell in modest volumes. But we need to build this technology to make
sure that customers don’t need to leave our platfora~ as they grow. We can’t let Sun, Oracle and IBM go to
our customers and tell them that when their deman~ts increase, they’ll have to throw out all the~ PC servers
and move to another platform. It will probably take two or three years before everybody realizes that we
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really can scale to the high end,, l~ut this will be a vary important hrcalahrough. The high-end part of the
market is growing - it’s not only the 30,000 mainfr, Unes that ate still out there. The market is every server
on the Interact that needs to manage millions of tea .as. actions, and there are going t~ be a lot of them.
In order to scale up o~r technology, we’re partly depending on our hardware partnexs They’ve been
making great progress. By acquiring Digital a~ Tandem, Compaq has amassed strong expertise at the
high end, and we have plans for some joim projeets~ HP is also a valuable l~stner lhat has been shipping
high end products for many years. Intel’s advances~are also key to our strategy. When we did the SQL 7
benchmarks on the latest Xeon chips, it was fascinating to see that they had not only increased the clock
speed, but they had also gotten rid of the bottlenecks in the bus bandwidth, We saw about a 60 percent
improvement in the ben~ks just from the hardware alone. The 64-bit address spaces m Alpha and
Merced are very important to oar high end work. When Merced comes out, Microsoft will be read), to
exploit its power. We’ll be offering a smooth transition from what people are doing on NT today into that
64-bit world. There are also some breakthroughs coming in clustering. We’ve been suppomng two node
clusters and we’re moving rapidly to scale up to sixteen nodes.
Our customers will get a ni~ boost from the new hardware, but we need to improve the software
parallehsm and administration. Today, Sun nol ontF wins some of the benchinarks, but their support for
dynamic clustrsing is attractive. We should let Ols~omers add a new machine to a cluster and have the
software automatically take advantage of it. To push our technology even deeper into the enterprise
computing markel, we need more than just great beaclmutrks - we also need to support around4he-clock
operation.
We have to work very hard to make produc~ sexu~. Our customers are starting to pat some of their most
sensitive data on the Inte~net, and we have to make ~sure that they can feel good about it being safe.
Security features can pose significant architectural ,nd user-model challenges, but we m~t meet them head
on. We must also continue the va~rk we ave doing with umversities, government agencies, and the Ini~rnet
community as a whole to review both our designs a~d implementations. It’s also just the reality that there
are going to be preblems, and we n~ed Io be very quick to get fixes out, Our"Windows Update"
connection should make it ~asicr to find out that a itx is available and slay up to date.

Yt~e Knowledge Worker
With Office and Exchange, we hav~ built an incre~ble amounl of t~lmology for the knowledge worker.
Thes~ products have been very successful in the market because tl~y offer so nmch to ~stomers. But even
though we’ve built these great products, we still haven’t come close to delivering on the idea era papefless
office. In some ways, we do a prefly good job within the company of ~ing ottr own technology to
communicate through email and the integral network But visit anyone’s office, and it’s obvious that we
aren’t even ¢1os¢ to getting nd of pa1~r. Before we: get there, we have to advance our archilecture,
One area that aeMs to move forward is our document modal. Today, the Web is exposing the big gap we
have between forms and documents. To goA rid of all paper forms, we nexxl to make Office a superset of out
forms archil~ctur~. Alsa, it should be easy for me to write commeals on an~’ documem, including Web
pages, and share them with a specific list of people. Today we hav~ several incompatible annotation
archite~,ares, and none of them is rich e~aough to fulfill the basic scenarios. Authoring is an area where the
combination of IE and Office should allow us to lead with innovative extensions.
Another major challenge ~s tmifying our storage i~chnology. For a long time, we’ve wanted a single
storage engine that can hold structured objects. It should handle objects with complicatexl metadata and
support fast querying. That was the original vision ~hind the OF$ projecl, but we haven’t successfully
delivered on it yet. In the meantime, we’ve built more specialized store, s such as SQL Server and
Exchange, and of course we continue to rely on the file system This lack of unification is a big obstacle
for our document management plans, so we’re pu ’.tt~ng together a strategy that we call Storage+. We want
to create an object-oriented file system that will store and ~arch for objects such as Office documents,
music, photos, and mail messages, Storage+ can’t be rigidly relational or even show a relational hexitage to
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its users. Because the store win handle attributes w11, applications will want to keep their information
dn~cfly in it rather than creating their own store. If they need extra features, the architecture will let them
do that without creating opaque files that don’t support the standard commands.
Our storage engines are also crucial for delivering on the vision of your data being available everywhere.
We need lo architect our centxal storage technology so that it can make your data available safely across the
network. That’s going to take smart replication and; caetfing technology to deliver good performance. The
Megaserwer team will need to work together with S~orage+ to let u~ers share documents and collaborate
regardless of hog’ they are connected to the network
Another key area is having a powerful common search capability that works across all stores. We’ve seen
the search and catalog engines become sorae of the most popular sites on fl~e Web. Microsoft needs to
deliver search teclmology with a unified UI instead of the huge collection that we sltip today, so Ihat people
can fred what they need no matter where it is stored, Even though the Web engines are hard to use, xt is
still easier to find a document on the Web today than it is on most corporate networks. Consider our own something as simple as finding a product team’s Web site and looking at their specs ~ould be lrivial, but it
Isn’t. We must do a lot better than that, so an employee can call up a relevant document from a previous
project in tess than a minute. Suppose you want to fred a post mortem memo done on a project t~,o years
ago. Today, it Is so difficult that you probably won’t even make the effort Knowledge workers still keep
t’des full of pal~er - it’s easier to find documents in a file folder than it is to fred them in the computer. We
need to have such powo’ful searching and indexing lhat people will want to keep eveudhing online. We
need to go beyond simplistic document managemem and deliver on a paperless office that offers instant
access to whatever documents customers need.
One of the biggest breakthroughs is using computers to collaborate with other people. We build many tools
that help - emall clients and ~rvers, Web servers, and SQL Servers. But it’s still much too hard to work
together on shared data_ We need to make it trivial for a group of people using the Internet to work
together on a Word document. Today, groups all around the company bmld their own tools to manage
specs on the Web, because we don’t have a product they can use. We have to do better, so that it ~s easy for
any group using Windows to have threaded conversations, do versioaing, annotate documents, and search
for them. These should be features of all of our client applications, particularly Office, but they should also
be part of our development tools. The Outlook team has made some big improvements in email
management, but I think there is room to go a lot further. Microsoft employees are all filing clerks spending
lots of time organizing fl~eir own email which sllOutlan’t be necessary. Some oft_he key assets of eyeD’
company are now stored in email, and it’s too hard to archive it and publish it so that people who weren’t
on the original threads can benefit Spare is also a big problem, and we need to help solve it.
Another area we have to focus on is integrating our products more closely. That’s true within Office although we integrate the various Oflice compone~s in some ways, them is still a big boundary between
the different modules, and it isn’t always dear which module to use. For a task like sloring a list of items,
it isn’t cl~_ar whether to use Access, Excel, or Word. Concepts such as outlining are quite dafferent across
the different products. We also have applications that perform similar lasks, such as Word, PowerPoint,
and FrontPage, or like the multiple mail clients thal,we are shipping. I think we will rmed to continue to
focus on the underlying user tasks in order to combi.ne some applications and hide the boundaries far better
in the future than we do today. Our low-end effort% like Works and lhe CE applications, need to share with
Office.
Integration will also help us inour competition with Lotus Notes. On some of the key features, we are way
ahead - scalable messaging, for example. But Notes ties its featur~ more closely together, has a more
integrated storage model, and provides an easier wa~, to write simple programs on top of its infrastructure.
We must make our tools so compelling that customers will flunk twice before choosing Notes. We will
also have to look at having good Notes-protocol int .Ca’operability, since Notes has a large installed base.
Unless we interoperate, Notes users may stop buying Office updates.
Another challenge that we face is that some of our c~stomers don’t see any reason to upgrade. We need to
make it very easy to move to an updated version, and must provide a corntmlting reason why it is worth
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doing. The test 1s whether the benefits Outweigh th~ costs - ff we fall that test, none oI-our innovations will
get to customers, Since software is an infinitely durable good, every software company has to keep
mnovaUng ffthey want to get any revenue from existing customers. We can’t ever be complacent, since
every one of our products has to compete against its, previous versions. It will take creativity and some risk
taking with Office to define new levels of power. The Oll’ice 2000 team lias done a great job meeting the
challenge.
We need to work with new form factors such as the tablet computer. This will require big improvements in
screen resolution and minialudzalion, ta~t there’s no, donbt that over the nex~ several years those things
take place. It really opens your eyes to think about what kind of interface you’d like to have for that tablet
dewce. When you bring it to a meeting and you wa~t to take notes, do you just want the word processor, or
do you want something that’s a bit more flexible than that’? Do we need to break down the boundaries
between the applications so fl~at you can mix tables ~nd spreadsheets into the document - firings
require Excel and Access today? Maybe you want t9 be able to take any notes that you create and have
them viewed as a database, so you can access them Ot any time. You want to be able to annotate an)~ing
that comes up on the screen, whether it’s a Web pag~ or rich dootment~ The lablel will force ns m rethink
our applications, and it’s going to take a revolutionary version of Office to work well in lhat environmenl.
We need great ideas for the UI and along w~th integration of handwriting recognition The tablet form
factor along with our new software is a huge opportani .ty for us.

Managing and Administering Networke~ PCs
Another area that needs to be improved is managing~networked PCs. It’s still much too hard, and there are
mm-~y ways that so,rare should be helping more. We’re making abig step forward with Active Directory
and other managemenl fealures in NTS. We need t~ keep our customers on the Windows platform by
providing great management support - otherwise they will turn to competitors. All of our corporate
customers are very worried about controlling the cost of PC networks
Some of the solutions are the same as they are for home PCs- improved reliability, better error reporting,
mad tools that let technicians diagnose machines remotely. We also need to make it easier to deploy
applications across an enterprise, and to update them when new versions are available. Problems with
deployment are pushing customers to build applications on the Web, even though they have to deal with the
pain of limited tools and crude inteafaces. As Storage+ provides an heterogenous object store with querying
and COM+ extends our tools to deal with rich objects management will become a showcase application for
the power of our architecture

Improving the Infrastructure for Developers
One of the reasons why we’ve been suoeessful is that we’ve worked hard to support developers on our
platform - our own product teams as well as ISVs a~d customers. That’s ~lways going to be an i~credibly
important priority for us. We’ve got to be making the systems that offer the most effective way for
developers to build solutions.

Simplification and Unification
.An operating system is only as slrong as the appliea~ons that run on it. Our API complexity and the lack of
a clear architecture for new APIs is making it lmrd for us to get ISVs to follow our new work as quickly as
we would like. We need to bring together ~1 of the new API work and share concepts and approaches to
reduce the complexity. This needs to be a shared goal for Windows and for the tools.
Another place where complexity is hurling us is in our code bases, which are getting very big. We have to
control this or it will keep us from adding new fealu~es and improving quality. We can’t continue to
increase the total lines of code at the rote we did m the past. One key is architecting our products so that we
share more. Mark Twain once wrote to a friend, "I’m sorry fins letter is so long. I didn~ have t~me to write a
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short one." It does often lake longer to write more compact code, but we have to make ~t a priority. One
research challenge is to find new ways of coding and more automatic ways of testing - I thiRk there are
some great opportunities for sot~waro to help us do better.
One of the best ways to control complexity is to tinily multiple tectmologies that are doing similar jobs. A
nunlber of concepts inside Windows that have been separate should ~ brought together, and we’ve started
some projects to work on that. We use "WindowS I~NA" as the umbrella under which we combine the
COM+, Storage+, Forms+, and Protocol+ initiatives, You might want to think of Windows DNA as the
next generation Win32 APi We will achieve a majo,r simplification and unification oftbe Windows
services by delivering on the viston of Windows DNA.
As discussed earlier, Storage+ will unify our vario~ storage systems by combining the best of th~ file
system, mail store, and ~eb storage, and presenting ~hese to our customers as a single store. Protocol* is a
project that will um~y our protocols and .align them with Com+. O~r forms/UI unification, Forms+, will
enable major UI advances inn future version of Wir4dows NT, especially when combined with the other
Windows DNA elements There is already some ex~ifing prototype work going on foi this release of
Windows, which is eod~-named Neptune.
As we tinily these technologies, we need to keep in mind the incredible power that having object-oriented
architectures can provide. In our storag~ work, in o~ UI work and in our API work object orientation is a
key- theme. For example, if we really can treat procedure calls and methods ~s arbitrary objects, we can
leverage all of the automatic functions that our platform provides. We can persist them, query thellL
distribute them, filter them, etc., all withom any special code devoted to these tasks. The axchitecture that
we create for system management should l~nelit from this unification ~ well. One can imagine a custom
VB program that monitors evems from mtfltiple seriers, it could scan a set of management events similar
to how a VB program scans database records today Upon finding an interesting event, it couM query a
device, and display its properties, just like drilling down on a datalmse object is pea’formed today,

Distributed Applications
One of the biggest challenges and opportunities for ~s is the growth of distributed applications. Of course
weve been doing that for a long tune with two-tier applications bahai on tools such as VB and the data
access libraries. But the Web has changed the way that our customers want to build applications, and we
need to work hard to meet their needs.
It’s very difficult to build a distributed Web-based application today. You have to choose lx~ween many
diffemm technologies, and you don’t get enough toO1 support. Tim most sophisticated applicatious axe
being built from scratch and are often running on non-Microsoft platforms. We need to have a great
platform for building these applications, support for scaling them to very large numbers of users, great tools
to help, and easy ways to deploy and manage them. We are not delivering that today. We have to make
sure that v¢¢ are imegrating our products better, so that our platform is the b~st place for customers to build
end-to-end solutions.
Distributed applications a_re a huge opportunity for ~s to 1cad and innovate, but they also represent a threat.
We have tough competitors such as Sun, Oracle, NeBcape, and others who are doing everything they can to
make sure the new applications won’t be based on ~ technology.
One rallying point for them has been the Java rumim¢ environment and class libraries. The Java
environment started out as a threat on the client- it prolmsed to hide every aspect of the system, such as its
user interface, underlying memory managemem, ~ security. That’s bad for customers, because it means
that applications ate locked offfrom the richness of.an environment like Windows and it adds a lot of
rtmtime overhead. It’s also an inoxxtible challenge,.,as we know from ot~r tremendously hard work keeping
existing Windows applications running while the ol~rating system evolves. Sun hasn’t delivered on its
promises and several high-profile Java efforts have failed.
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But that doesn’t mean we can slop paying attentiort, Oar largest competators, including Sun and IBM.
continue to rally around the most extreme Java promises as an alternative to using a common operating
system. We need to do a lot of technical and marketing work to show that our approach is far better for
customers. The same naivete that apphed to Java on.the client is now repeating itself on the server with
Entexprise Java Beans. As Sun, IBM, and Oracle al! compete to be the "Woe" Java server solution, the
incompatibility of their products and goals will bocqme more evident, We need to offer a better atternalive
by delivering the first environment that makes it easl~ to write distributed component-based applications.
In order to be a great platform for developers m target, we’ve got to make some important improvements to
our technology and extend those benefits to include distributed Web-based applications~ We need a clear
application model, Windows ts missing this today - apphcations install themselves by dropping files all
over the system and inaking all lands of changes that are hard to track, such as updating the registry and
shared components. The fact that uninstallers are among the best-selling PC software products is a clear
sign that we have failed to do a good job on flus problem. Things get more complicated when you move to
a distributed application that has code running on both the client and the selver. We have to improve the
PC, and we have to offer developers a great reason In build and deploy dJstribuled applications on
Windows. Otherwise they might decide simply to target the basle browser, ignoring the richness lhat we
offer because it is too hard and complicated to deal with.
We also need to give developers a clear message about how they should build their UI. Reconciling Win32
and the browser presentation models is a top priority for IE, Win+, and tools. The solution has got to be
fast, as simple and powerful as HTML, and with a great programming model that can be targeted by tools.
Our approach has to allow new code to run easily ort an offline client. Aplmmches ~hat are server centric

play into the strengths of our competition and give up the advantages of the PC client.
The Storage+ technology is also critical for developers. The file system has been a key part of the
operating systera, but we are running into the limitations of the basic model. It does a nice job of hiding
details like the layout of bits on the disk and delivering those bits efficiently, but ~t doesn’t support objects
with rich semantics and it doesn’t understand how different objects relate to each other. We’re increasingly
working with objects that don’t fit the model of a sequence of bytes. Web pages have h)perlinks to each
other and to images. We most get smarter about images, serving up different rendenngs depending on the
context in which they are displayed. The store shodd maintain the integrity of links benveen objects, and
should ttnd~stand meta-laroperties.
Another thing Storage+ has to provide is optimized access to dam. With universal naming, you can request
the data no matter where you are. But even though bandwidth is going to increase a IoL there will
be reasons to store information locally. We need to use caching and replication so that we can provide very
fast access to the data that users need most often. You should be able to get all your data from any
computing device you use, but we can be smart alxmt predicting what you are most likely to look at. You
probably aren’t going to edit spreadsheets on your handheld, but you’ll want to see your mail and
appointments right away. It will be a while before ~vory device is attached to the network all the time, so
we need to make it possible to work oftline. Today’S Web-based applications usually don’t work if you are
disconnected. We’ll need to have a way for the device to figure out what needs to be stored locally - which
Web pages, images, and code and which dam sets need to be stored in large remote database engines, etc.
We’ll need to cache edits that the user makes and reconcile them when the system is reconnected.
As we compele with other platforms, we always have to remember that we have a big advantage. The PC
can do a lot of work locally - it will always be more, powerful and flexible than a limited box such as the
network computer or a handheld. The extra power of the PC will let us do many extra things to help the
customer, even for server-based Web applications. We can put logic on the diem that allows more
powerful rendering - for example, showing a multidlmtensional data set wtthout going back to the server
every time the user wants to change the pivot. We can integrate servers with the productivity applications
that users rely on. We can use rich graphical transitions. We can keep track of every command and
operation the user performs, and then calculate which commands the user might want to perform next, We
can do speech recognition and natural language pro0essing on the local machine. We can support offline
115e.
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Whenever we think about building distributed applications, we should fltink about how to use the local
machine’s power to do better than you can with a simple closed device. We need to make it very easy for
developers to take advantage of the extra power on [he client - it’s much too hard today, so many Web
applicatious just don’t do any client processing at al!.

Schemas and XML
Computers today don’t understand very much about the world. You are going to be heark~g more and more
about ’schemas’ as we try to build up a common understanding of objects in the real world, Today, two
programs that deal with places or people or time usually ha~ totally different models. It’s very hard to tell
whether two events happened at the same time, whether two people are really the same, or whether two
places are related to each other. What we have to d6 is to define some common models and publish tools
for creating models, We need to have t~ols that canitake two models that aren’t exactly the same, find the
common parts, and let you interchange informatior~
Microsoft has a great opporUmity to lead here. because we make a lot of the building blocks that people use
to manage and store their dam. We’ve been working on things such as standards for particular industries,
the WBEM systems management objects, and the repository. In amny places in our strategy, we°re
realizing that we’ve got to have higher level descriptions. We need to bring all these efforts together into
one approach and have the system understand a common schema for people, places, things, and even
perhaps customers and products. Because we don’t have that, corporate customers buy a lot of products
that just bridge from one application or store to another, We can make all that much easier by tmving a
shared model and common protocols for exchanging data There are both commercial and consumer
scenarios that are important and that need a common model - things like sharing calendars across the Web,
sharing business cards, and sharing payment inforn~tior~ We can heap a lot to make these things easier by
building some support into the system
Not only will our own applicattons share data better, but it’s even more exciting to think about sharing
schemas on the Imemel. Today, when you talk to a Web site, you get back I-ITML. That’s been an
incredibly effective way to put doctunents online and build applications like Amazon’s book buying site.
But it is hard to do anything with~ except display it - it’s hard to take a flock quote from Inve~tor or
a book listing firom Amazon and do any processing sn it. You’d like to compare data, aggregate data,
query across multiple types of engines, do incremental updates, and understand attributes such as what a
document is about and who wrote iL XML will make the Web more than just a place to share published
documents - it will turn it into a giant database. Wel~ sites s~uld me XML to provide COM+ descriptions
that allow easy programmin4~ and data nav, gation. We need to make sure that our platform is the most
powerful and effective way to add information into float database and to build applications that use it.

New Platforms
Most of the challenges I’ve been talking about are related to the PC, the heart of our business. The PC is
going to be our cenlral focus for a long time, but the~e will be a lot of other devices that have Ixnverful
CPUs in them and that offer computing services to ~ople. 60 pero~t of Americans don’t have a PC today,
but many of them will buy these specialized systems.
Our strategy for supporting the new devices is based on Windows CE. The CE team has done a greatjub
building up their technology and partnering with hardware mamffacaa’ers on a whole range of devices, but
we have stiff compelition~ Sun, for example, is [magosing the JavaOS and is trying to standardize the Java
APIs on these devices even when their operating system as not used. SUN’s strategy iueludes the idea of
migrating JAVA code between devices. We are going to invest heavily to make sure that we are the leaders
in designing computing appliances.
In the past, many people have had their computing ¢av~onrrmnt dictated to them by their "enterprise."
Today, this landscape is rapidly changing People are supported by a plethora of connected devices, and
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many of them are independent of the enterprise. Both PCs and appliances must increasingly support the
individual, with a dual role of offering the web lifestyle and doing business in a company that has a digital
nervous system. Yet, these two ¢nvironmcms are not easily brought together. At work, there is an IT
orgamzatlon, and a i~quirement for specific policies: regarding security. At home, things must be automatic
and intaitive. Building the bridge for the individual,between these ewciroments is a key chaltet~e for the
company.

On the Road
People want to stay in touch today no matter whe~ the)- are - they want to communicate with each oilier,
use computer services, and work with their data. One problem is figuring out what kind of device they
want to early. We’ve recogmzed that the initial hand-held Windows CE design was caught in the middle it was too big to fit in your pocket and too small to have a good kcylxmrd - so we’ve taken that form factor
in two directions. We’ve gone up to create a much linger device with keyboard and screen that’s codanamed Jupiter~ Those de~dc~s will cost $600-$700 and be wonderful little portable computers. We’re also
scaling down to the palm-sized PC products that are now out from Casio and Philips.
One problem with all of the portable devices today is that each one is its own little island of data. You can
synchronize your handheld with your PC, but that’s about it. If you are on the road, you won’t be notified
when a meeting is rescheduled or you ~ new emall. You change a phon~ number in the handhel~ and the
phone speed dialer isn’t updated. You get a l~age, bat you have to type the number in to the phone or copy
the message into your handbeld, You forgot to copy a file to your laptop, and now you are stuck in a
meeting and don’t have the data.
We’re going to see two things that help - devices ar~ going to converge so you don’t have to carry so many
of them, and wireless technology is going to mean tl~at the devices talk to each other and to the net. Small
handheld devices hke the PaLm Pilot or Windows CE machines are going to talk to or be melged together
with cell phorms. They are going to be pagers. Cell~phones will have data capabilities as well as voice:
schedule management, data tables, lxrsonal darectory and other applieatious will run on the Intelhgent
Phone platform. Recently the leading phone manufacturers (Ericsson, Motorola, and Nokia) armounced a
joint venture with Psion, called Symbian, that will rcpresem serious competition for us in this space.
B~t an even more important breakthrough is that the, devices are going to be connected to the network most
or all of the time. You want to see the latest emaiL get paged, see ~heduling requests, or look at the latest
news and investment data. Every device should be a window on your data that shows all the changes as
th~ happen - you don’t want to wait until you get back to your home or officer The idea behind
Megaserver is that it can make your data available f~om an,vwhem. Wireless technology is getting much
better, and we will also need to be smart about usin~ caching and replication to make data access efficient.
This is an area where we can innovate and where w~ need to work closely with hardware and
commtmicatious lmrtners.
We’re starting to see some companies that are bull ~.di~g electronic books. Maybe you will read books on a
ta~leL or maybe on a more specialized device. It is f~evitable that books are going to be distributed
electronically, once w~ see some breakthroughs in display teclmolog~. There are some hard intellectualproperty protection problems that we can help solve by building some support into our platforms I am sure
competitors will emerge that build systems from scratch to optimiz~ for these new devices, and we n~ed to
make sttre that we don’t fall beMnd We have a speq:ial group focusing on electronic books in MS
Rese~rct~, and the Windows CE team is looking at ~ese kinds of devices as weB. Fully powered tablet
computers and electronic b~oks based on Windows ~E will need to share UI and protcOion formats.
Another way that computers can help people who ar~ on the road is when they are built into cars. Our first
effort to build AutoPC software has taught us a lot. One key chall~mge is coming up with a good user
interface that doesn’t distract the driver. If the car is, moving you need to be able to give voice commands
that are easy to remember and don’t make you look at a screen. Also, )~u can’t just use locally stored data
- many useful services, such ~s tm~¢ updates, need.to know where the car is and then get data from
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remote servers. We are.lust at the beginntng of integrating computer sen4ces into cars, and we are bul~ng
great parmerships with several auto makers.

At Home
We’re going to see a lot of new computing devices around the house as well - this will be a huge market.
In addition to having multiple PCs, people will have a net~ork-ertabled TV, smart phones hooked up to the
Intcmel~ and fiat-screen panel PCs,
The TV is incredibly important, and the WebTV tenth has done a great job making the Internet available
via TV. The TV opens a very iml~rtant new markeL and lets us bring the benefits of Interact access to a
huge ne~v community. Wlule many people don’t have a PC yet, almost everyone has a TV. We can think
about new kinds of applications, too, because people often set up a TV where it is more a part of their daily
life than the PC that’s in the home office or den. We should also lhink creatively about distributing data
using tile broadcast infrastructure for TV.
To make rite TV a more compelling way to use the Internct, we are investing heavily with companies such
as Comcast and Time Wanux to make high-spced c~nneOious available to everyone. We’re helping phone
companies with DSL and cable compantes with their cable modems. We’re working with standards bodies
to push HDTV along and get better screens. This y~ar we will pick some locations to do Intelligent TV
pilots, and shew how we can take Windows CE and WebTV technology and provide great new services.
These devices will have to have automatic update a~d management features so that customers don’t need to
actively manage them. Some of the companies we ~e working with are "also piloting solutions from
competitors such as Sun and Oracle. We must rise tO the challenge and prove that our solutions are easier
and more fun to use for the consumer, while being more scalable and simpler to manage and deploy for the
operator.
It’s also interesting to think about having a computer motmted on the wall with a touch screen. It could
show everyone’s schedule, show ~neoming email, display artwork, keep up with the latest headlines whatever is useful to see ha a central area that doesn’.t need a lot of input from the user, You probably
wouldn’t do word processing on it, but you might aOcept an invitation ~ check off bills that are presented
for payment.
One of the things that will make apptmnce computers much more useful is letting them talk to each other
and to your PC. Just like with mobile devices, each system should be working with the latest version of
your data. Since most people don’t want to run wires all over their house, wireless technology makes a
huge difference in making it possible to share da~ One of the things we have to think hard about is what
the standards should be for home netvoarking, and how the PC should work with these other devices. Do
you want to have a home sewer that everylx~y synchronizes with? If that is the right answer, then we need
to make that server incredibly simple to administer. The way we do things today is much too hard - it must
be automatic and maintenance free, or people will never buy it. But ifv~ can make it easy to build a wired
house, we’ll open a whole n6av world and a big new market for Mierosofl.

Conclusion
We are the leading company in the best business in the world. We have to maintain the values that have
gotten us this far - taking the long term approach in hiring great pe~le, listening to customers, investing in
renovation, and bttilding partnerships. Our products~are incredibly successful, but they are nut nearly good
enough for ~e years ahead. Can you find a document easily regardless of where it is stored? Can you run
a PC for months without needing to reboot it? Do our applications ~hare the same schemas for their data?
Do we have a unified storage and presentation model that applications can target? Is the PC platform a
great place to build and deploy distn’buted applications? Can users roam their state and share information
with others across the Interact? Do users share and ~oflaboram on their documents? Are PCs the machines
to use for building large-scale servers? These are ~jor challenges for us, and we wilt continue to increase
our levels of investment so that we have the resom’c~ to take them on.
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We will need a lot of creativity - not only m all our product areas, but also in the way we manage tt~e
business. As we grow, we must learn to change the way that we do things. We have evolved from a
company that ships many relatively independem products into one that builds a tmified platform. This
means that groups have more dependencies on one another and must learn to work together more closely.
It’s a difficult change, forcing teams to rely on and rio-operate with each other more than they did in the
past.
I need your help in conquering zll of the challenges taid o~t here I know our work will have an incred~ly
positive Impact on the way people work, learn, and ¢ommumcate, I feet very privileged to be a part of it.

Further Reading
If you a~ interested in reading more, there is some material at http’_J/interface/msstratef,~v that discusses the
challenges we face, and explores opportunities to improve our products and our company.
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